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　The purpose of this study was to elucidate some characteristics of 5-year-old children’s ability to 
reproduce Japanese children’s songs (Warabe-uta) from short-term memory, especially with respect to the 
accuracy of the notes and tone intervals they sang, as compared to the correct fundamental frequencies. 
As a result of these comparisons, the following was discovered:
１.　 Where the melody contained intervals of a whole tone or more, the children sometimes mistakenly 
sang these intervals as two notes of the same pitch instead.
２.　 After finishing one word cluster and beginning a second word cluster, they often started singing the 
first note of this second cluster either at the same pitch as the last note of the previous cluster, or a 
whole tone above this last note of the previous cluster.
３.　 One characteristic of warabe-uta songs is that they often end with a falling whole tone followed by a 
rising whole tone ( D― C―D, for example), and previous studies had suggested that this 
characteristic ending may help children sing the final note of the song accurately. However, in the 
present study, even though almost all the children first sang the falling whole tone accurately, only 
around 60% of them correctly reproduced the subsequent whole-tone rise to the final note, which 
may have been due to interference from the natural accent of the words as they would have been 
spoken.
４.　 The children adapted their singing to the words and actions of song, sometimes modifying the notes 
and singing style to suit these non-melodic elements. It therefore again seemed that their singing 
was generally influenced by the phonology of the spoken Japanese Lanuage.
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表 1 曲中の音程 
 
曲中の音程 0：同度 200：長2度 -200 300：短３度 -300 その他
原曲 22% 26% 18% 19% 11%
4% (500セ
ント）
















完全４度（500） 3 508.61 464.41< 563.4
長３度（400） 3 481.58 247.76< 772.64
短３度（300） 85 266.16 `-71.91< 551.32
長２度（200） 169 155.86 `-289.17< 417.45
150 1 111.71
半音（100） 12 114.26 0< 216.66
0（同音） 266 5.77 `-386.32< 409.23
半音下降（-100） 8 -149.83 `-281.37< 119.48
長2度下降（-
200）
174 -169.14 `-386.31< 165.05
短3度下降（-
300）
59 -249.74 `-435.12< 289.1
長3度下降（-
400）
2 -392.05 `-329.87< `-454.22
完全4度下降（-
500）
5 -509.16 `-602.97< `-412.76
表１　 曲 中 の 音 程


























































言葉のまとまりの移行部分 「6ちゃん」～「7あ」 「13て」～「14お」 「20こ」～「21どん」
原曲 200 200 -500







終止音への 200（セント） 0 -200 -300 無効
音程 65% 13% 11% 7% 4%
表３　 言 葉 のまとまりの 移 行 部 分 の 音 程 （ セント）
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注１）基本周波数
　周期信号の最低周波数（第1倍音）
　出典　レイ．D．ケント．チャールズ．リ
ード．荒井隆行，菅原勉監訳，音声の音響
分析．269．
注２）共通語の名詞のアクセントの型
　尾高型の例：休みが（ヤスミガ　低-高-高-
低）、平板式の例：桜が（サクラガ　低-高-
高-高）
　出典　NHK放送文化研究所編．日本語発
音アクセント辞典　新版．175．東京都：
NHK出版；2012．第42刷．
